WORKBOOK
How to Create a Profitable Podcast

Annemarie Cross – The Podcasting Queen Brand & Business Strategist

Meet Your Host
Listed consistently in the Top Business Podcasts
for Entrepreneurs (since 2012) by
Entrepreneur.com, Small Business Trends, and
other well-respected business websites,
Annemarie Cross continues to share her
Branding, Marketing and Podcasting strategies
with entrepreneurs – globally.
Combining her love of technology and social
media, Annemarie has built a business, client
base and support team that is truly GLOBAL by
harnessing the power of social media and
cutting-edge online technologies – particularly
with podcasting, and now empowers
other professional services business owners to
do the same.
Annemarie specialises in helping business
owners define and communicate their inner
brilliance (their brand and brand message) while build solid business foundations and marketing
strategies so they can stand out, attract their ideal clients, and become known as an Industry Thought
Leader with their own profitable Podcast Platform.
Reputed for her dynamic, inspiring and engaging presentations, Annemarie has also become a highly
sought-after speaker and presenter both nationally and internationally, and has shared her empowering
message on the speaking platform alongside other high-profile 6- and multi 7-figure women in business.
In this call you will learn:
•
•
•
•
•

Six Common Podcasting Myths that’ll keep you stuck from creating your profitable podcast;
Three Changes in Consumer Behaviour you need to be aware of BEFORE you launch your podcast;
Why focusing on technology (i.e. which microphone you should be using) is unwise and what you
MUST focus on first if you want to start a profitable podcast;
The NUMBER ONE reason why businesses fail to create a profitable podcast so you can avoid
falling into the same trap;
Three Podcast Profit Models that’ll help you nurture listeners into leads and into paying
customers, step-by-step.
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Remember: Join me LIVE ON THE ENTIRE CALL to
receive my:
“Podcast Production Workflow Checklist”
My step-by-step podcast production process
including the tools and technologies I use, which will
save you HOURS of time.

I cannot wait to speak with you on the call!!

Till then,

Annemarie
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W O R K B O O K:
•

Before we get started, what are 3 intentions you are setting to ensure you gain insights and
aha’s from our time together.

Intention 1:
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Intention 2:
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Intention 3:
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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•

Six Common Podcasting Myths that’ll keep you stuck from creating your profitable podcast:
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

• Three Changes in Consumer Behaviour you need to be aware of BEFORE you launch your podcast.
[Hint: The three reasons I speak about has impacted the behaviour of your ideal client and how
you create and share your content].

Reason 1:
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Reason 2:

Reason 3:

•

Why focusing on technology (i.e. which microphone you should be using) is unwise and what you
MUST focus on first if you want to start a profitable podcast;
M_ _ _ _ _ _ BEFORE M _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

•

The NUMBER ONE reason why businesses fail to create a profitable podcast so you can avoid
falling into the same trap;
S______
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•

Three Podcast Profit Models that’ll help you nurture listeners into leads and into paying
customers, step-by-step.

Model 1: Podcast Profit Formula [S + T + U = I3]

S_ _ _ _ _ _ _ + T_ _ _ _ _ +U [_ _ _] = I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, I_ _ _ _ _ , I _ _ _ _ _.

Model 2: Podcast Profit Framework
What do MOST people fail to clarify first, which is why they struggle to generate results?

Model 3: Podcast Profit Pipeline
What pieces are missing from your Pipeline that you need to create?
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Additional Notes:
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READY TO Go from Invisible to Influential (and Profitable) with your own Podcast?
The Complete Podcasting with Purpose A-Z Course:
• Pre-Work 1: ‘Industry Thought Leader: How to Go from Invisible to Influential (and Profitable)
with a Podcast eBook
• Pre-Work 2: Your Podcast Profit Pipeline:
•

Map out your very own Podcast Profit Pipeline so you know WHAT to focus on and HOW to build momentum, leads
and enquiries from your first episode.

• Pre-Work 3: Signature Brand Archetypes Assessment & eCards:
•

I’ve used this system with entrepreneurs to build their Signature Brands and who have gone on to double, triple or
even quadruple their results. Capture the heart and soul, the personality and passion of you and what you do so your
‘Ideal Listener’ (i.e. Ideal Client) will want to subscribe to and listen to your show again and again.

•

[Note: Clients often the investment of the course ALONE is in the value they received from the Branding With
Archetypes process. Yes, it’s THAT good!]

• Module 1: Branding of You & Your Podcast: Your Podcast Brand Blueprint:
•

As you are guided by your Signature Brand Archetypes (from the Bonus Module), the next step is to gain a clear idea
of how your podcast will be focused, unique and distinguishable and aligned with your Signature Brand, niche and
business focus.

•

Capture the essence of you and what you stand for so your podcast will stand out from the crowd and continue to
position you as an influential voice in your industry.

• Module 2: On-Brand Music, Sound Effects & Professional Voice Over Artist:
•

Select the music with the right tone and tempo as well as the right voice professional that is aligned with your brand
and supports the experience you want to create for your audience.

•

Cost effective music and voice over professional tools and resources.

• Module 3: Define Your Ideal Listener (and future client) and Guest
•

CAPTURE AND MAINTAIN A GROWING AUDIENCE of your ideal listeners (clients) by defining who he/she is so you can
continue to share and showcase relevant topics and information and strategies that he/she will love and want to learn
more about.

•

Learn how to connect, engage with, and keep yourself top-of-mind in order to create know, like and trust much faster
as he/she can sense you understand their issues/challenges and what they are looking for.

•

Rebrand and use all of the documents I use with my guests.
•

My Guest Profile, with suggested questions and Sound Tips to help the guest prepare for an awesome interview;

•

Establish ground rules and manage expectations BEFORE you do the interview, while save HOURS in prep time.

•

Rebrand and use my sample Show Notes to help guide you as you interview your guest;

•

Use these Show Notes when you publish your podcast.
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• Module 4: Structure & Formatting of Your Podcast
•

SELECT ONE OF THE VARIOUS PLUG-AND-GO TEMPLATES OF THE BEST STRUCTURES that suits your style and
preference.

•

Each Plug-and-Go template includes critical sections that enables you to showcase your expertise, engage and
deepen your relationship with your audience, while continue to build and fill your funnel with ideal clients.

•

Harness my POWERFUL 4-STEP CONNECTION PROCESS to present your information in a strategic format so you
can instantly engage and maintain your audiences attention, no matter what their communication preference.
•

•

Even the most sceptical people will instantly be intrigued with your podcast when you use the 4-Step
Connection Process.

LEARN and INCORPORATE KEY SEED AND LEAD STRATEGIES so you continue to build desire of your audience to
want to work with YOU.

• Module 5: Streamlined Systems to Find, Schedule & Prepare Guests – Save HOURS of time
•

Tweak and reuse all of my emails:
•

To prospective guests to get them excited about coming on the show;

•

To help them prepare for the show;

•

After the show has gone live to encourage guest to share with his/her community and support in boosting
publicity of their episode;

•

Guest Scheduling & Coordination Webpage: A life changer that cuts SO much time and avoids the too-ing and
fro-ing that can often occur when trying to organise guests.

• Module 6: Setting the Stage: Powerful Interviewing Techniques
•

POWERFUL TECHNIQUES to instantly engage and maintain your audience’s attention, no matter what their
communication preference.

•

Calm your nerves and build your confidence to be able to deliver a stellar interview.

• Module 7: Recording, Mixing & Editing Technologies
•

ESSENTIAL EQUIPMENT AND SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGIES step-by-step videos showing you how to record edit, mix
and produce great sounding podcasts that your audience will want to listen to.
– Audio Editing & Mixing Software
– ID3 Tagging: The Why, What, How
– How to mix in background music
– How to record in Audacity
– How to record a guest (whether you’re on a Mac or PC)
– Selecting the right audio host, and much more

• Module 8: Momentum-Building Marketing
•

SOLID VISIBILITY STRATEGIES TO continuously be recognised as an influential voice in your industry, while attract a
growing loyal audience of raving fans, potential customers and business opportunities.

•

Create a solid action plan showing you how to integrate and leverage your podcast into your business model.
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• BONUS 1: Interviewing with Purpose Training
•

Mod 1 Preparing You: Your Core Values | Your Unique Interviewing Style | Your Winning Mindset

•

Mod 2 Preparing Your Guest: Tools, Templates & Emails to help you prep your guest

•

Mod 3 Setting The Stage for an Awesome Interview: Show Formats | Creating Awesome SEO-Rich Show Titles |
Compelling Intros/Outros

•

Mod 4 Powerful Interviewing Techniques: Mastering Your Mindset | Different Types of Questions (Sample
Questions) | Dealing with Difficult Guests

•

BONUS Module Optimising Your Voice: Warm up Exercises | Discovering Your Optimal Speaking Voice | Finding
Your Optimal Pitch

• BONUS 2: Overcoming Objections Training & Suggested Scripts
•

Nurture prospects into clients with ease and integrity – even if you’ve always struggled to sell your
products/services.

•

Create desire, authentically and with ease (without being salesy).

•

Handle objections (such as “I can’t afford it”, “I need to think about it”, “I’m not ready”, with ease and integrity so
people say ‘Yes’ and are excited to work with you.

• BONUS 3: Map Out Your ‘Irresistible Signature Giveaway’ Podcast Series plus Podcast Series
Case Studies
•

Get a behind-the-scenes sneak peak into the actual process AND what happened with three of my VIP clients as I
worked with them to create their podcast and/or podcast series.

•

Access Templates and documentation to map out your own podcast and/or podcast series.

• BONUS 4: Core Business Foundations:
•

Module 1: Your Lucrative Niche: Be IRRESTIBLE to your ideal client

•

Module 2: Your Signature Brand: Stand out from the crowd

•

Module 3: Your Signature System: Your proven, profitable process

•

Module 4: Your Signature Programs: 3 compelling streams of income

•

Module 5: Your Digital Assets: Your Irresistible Signature Giveaway

• Monthly Q&A Calls
• Private Client-Only Facebook Group

All the trainings are available NOW [enrol and get immediate access] for just $377 (with 2 x
more payments of $377) here [Link: http://bit.ly/PWPStartNow]
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